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Plaspp: A New X-Ray Postprocessing Capability for ASCI Codes

by Gregory Pollak

ABSTRACT

This report announces the availability of the beta version of a (partly) new code, 
Plaspp (Plasma Postprocessor). This code postprocesses (graphics) dumps from at 
least two ASCI code suites: Crestone Project and Shavano Project. The basic 
structure of the code follows that of TDG, the equivalent postprocessor code for 
LASNEX. In addition to some new commands, the basic differences between 
TDG and Plaspp are the following: Plaspp uses a graphics dump instead of the 
unique TDG dump, it handles the unstructured meshes that the ASCI codes 
produce, and it can use its own multigroup opacity data. Because of the dump 
format, this code should be useable by any code that produces Cartesian, 
cylindrical, or spherical graphics formats. This report details the new commands; 
the required information to be placed on the dumps; some new commands and 
edits that are applicable to TDG as well, but have not been documented 
elsewhere; and general information about execution on the open and secure 
networks.

Introduction

This report serves to announce the availability of a (partly) new code, Plaspp (Plasma 
Postprocessor), that post processes (graphics) dumps from at least 2 ASCI code suites: Crestone 
Project and Shavano Project. The outputs are various quantities or pictures that x-ray diagnostics 
would produce: static and gated images, streaked images, spectra, power outputs, etc. The core 
physics consists of tracing parallel rays through a plasma onto a detector plane. The basic 
structure of the code follows that of TDG, the equivalent postprocessor code for LASNEX.
Most of the commands which users of TDG are familiar with will work with Plaspp, but they 
must be supplemented by new commands. Besides these new commands, the basic differences 
between TDG and Plaspp are: Plaspp uses a graphics dump (currently Ensight dumps, but in the 
near future POP dumps as well), instead of the unique TDG dump; it handles the unstructured 
meshes (AMR or arbitrary polyhedra) that the ASCI codes produce; and it can utilize its own 
multigroup opacity data (such as Ipcress files). Currently the coding is only for 2D (or 1D) 
geometries: Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical. Because of the dump format this code should be 
useable by any code that produces these graphics formats (perhaps with minor modifications to 
Plaspp). The body of this report details the new commands; the required information to be 
placed on the dumps; some new commands and edits that are applicable to TDG as well, but 
have not been documented elsewhere; and general information on execution on the open and 
secure networks. It should be emphasized that this version is a beta version and bugs are to be 
expected.
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I. Required Inputs

For Crestone Project codes, at least at the present time, there is a unique set of arrays that need to 
be on the dump file(s):

1) density (‘rho’)
2) temperature (‘tev’)
3) zonal mass (‘mass‘)
4) partial material densities (‘r01’, etc.)

Instead of partial densities, what the code actually uses is the number of ions of a given species 
(not material) as a function of zone. It is possible to extract that information from the above 
arrays, together with some additional information on the Plaspp generator deck (see below). 
Eventually it may be the case that Crestone Project puts this quantity directly on the dump. The 
zonal mass array appears to be put out automatically.
For Shavano Project, the current situation is the opposite from Crestone Project. I have placed 
coding in Shavano Project to calculate and dump the zonal/species ion numbers. In addition, the 
person responsible for Shavano Project Ensight dumps has said he anticipates putting out partial 
material densities in the not-too-distant future. If ion numbers are used, the zonal mass is not 
needed. Otherwise the required arrays are the same as Crestone Project.

II. New Generator Commands Specific to Plaspp.
All generators require two new commands. In addition, any code doing AMR refinement on the 
run in question requires a third command. Other commands are required to specify opacity 
information, symmetry information and naming conventions. In the descriptions below, 
character inputs are in quotes (the quotes should not appear in the deck). Optional arguments 
have brackets around them.

1) Indump type {‘parti’} {‘ev’} {‘partialrho’} (required).
The Indump command specifies the type of dump (‘Ensight’ or ‘Pop’) used. In addition, 
if partial densities, instead of ion numbers, are used, ‘partialrho’ must appear somewhere 
after the type identifier. If the units of temperature on the dump files are different from 
kev (e.g. Crestone Project) then the units must be specified with an identifier (‘ev’ for 
Crestone Project, currently the only identifier recognized). If the dump is of Ensight 
type, and part #1 contains all zonal and nodal information, then ‘part1’ must be specified 
(this is the way Crestone Project works, and probably the way any other Eulerian code 
will work).

2) Geometry ndim type {zmin} {zmax} (required)

Ndim is the dimensionality of the problem (1, 2, or 3, although 3 is currently not 
supported). Type is either ‘spherical’, ‘cylindrical’, or ‘cartesian’. Zmin and zmax are 
only applicable to Cartesian geometry: they allow the user to specify a minimum and 
maximum value of z so that detectors may look down the z axis and get a non-zero 
signal. Some caveats apply at the moment. If these arguments are present and the 
detector “window” (determined by the map card) and detector angle are such that no ray 
intersects the “end caps” effectively defined by these inputs then the calculation should 
be correct. If the detector angle theta is 0 (exactly) then it should also work. Coding is in
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place to handle the other two cases: where (e.g., for small theta) all rays hit one of the 
two end caps, but the angle is not identically zero, and the most general case where some 
rays hit an end cap and some rays hit the sides. However these latter two cases have not 
been debugged - although the small angle case is a high priority because of its utility in 
modeling detector parallax.

3) Tdmesh (required for AMR calculations)

This card tells the code to recalculate connectivity arrays each cycle. There are currently 
no arguments.

4) Symmetry {‘x’} {‘y’} {‘z’}
This card tells the code what the symmetry, if any, of the radhydro calculations was. At 
least one argument should be present.

5) Ensdump name1 name2

This card provides a mapping from the names of variables that are on the dumpfile to 
those that Plaspp uses internally. The allowed values for name1 (internal names) are: 
‘temp’, ‘rho’, ‘totmass’, ‘totion’. For Shavano Project, the values for name2 are 
determined by the user (generator desk aliases). For Crestone Project, there appears to be 
some set mapping of user names to Ensight names. This mapping is presumably 
documented somewhere. From the example I was given, the mappings are: 
rho^Density; tev^tev; r01^matrho01, etc. It is the latter name that should appear as 
name2. As mentioned above, ‘mass’ appears to be automatically put out, but the 
association of ‘mass’ to ‘totmass’ still needs to be specified with this card. For totion 
variables, since there are many such variables, an asterisk (wildcard symbol) should be 
appended to the name2 (e.g., matrho*). For Shavano Project, the default names for totion 
arrays begin with i and then a 2 digit integer, and possibly other characters. The ensdump 
card need only be present if the Ensight names differ from the internal names. This card 
will likely also apply to Pop dumps.

6) Specie symbol atnm reg mat atwt frac type filenm
This card is currently required for Ipcress (OPLIB multipgroup LTE) opacity data

files to be used as opacities in Plaspp. It will eventually also be used for the DCA non- 
LTE option as well. (The latter currently requires DCA (TDG) card(s) to be present.
They have almost identical information.) The cards serve 2 purposes: they give an 
association between a material number and the ionic composition of that material; and 
they give the name of the data file that contains the opacity information. The Ipcress 
opacity file(s) must have been created by the user by running the TOPS utility code.
They must be eta-based (i.e., electron density based) tables, rather than rho-based tables. 
(This statement is true for any code that is trying to generate mixed-cell opacities.) 
Finally, they must contain a set of opacity tables, one table per species (not (!) one table 
per material). (This statement is true for any code that is trying to generate mixed-cell 
heat or electrical conductivities, using tabular z-bars. Although these quantities are not 
computed (yet) by Plaspp, this philosophy allows the same Ipcress file to be used by both 
the radhydro code and Plaspp.) For info on how to set up a TOPS generator deck to do
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this, contact me or the TOPS team. Multiple Ipcress files may be allowed in the future, 
but if they are, identical frequency grids must be used, and probably the same 
temperature and eta grids as well. In the format for the command, symbol refers to the 
atomic symbol (H,C, Au, etc.); atnm is the atomic number of the species (integer format). 
Reg and mat refer to the (initial) region and material number of the specie (from the 
radhydro generator deck). The region number is not currently used, but may be used in 
the future for the akmul, and ekmul commands. Such commands are currently 
problematic for Eulerian code dumps, as the region number of a zone changes with its 
composition (i.e., with time). Atwt is the atomic weight of the specie; frac is the molar 
fraction of the specie in the material; type is currently required to be ‘Ipcress’, but can 
eventually be ‘DCA’ or ‘DCAHYD’; and filenm is the name of the Ipcress or DCA data 
file.

7) Grpinfo ngroup jgrpflg llnintflg (required for Ipcress opacities)
Because the Ipcress opacity file is read after all important arrays have had their memory 
allocated, the number of groups that the opacity file was created with must be 
independently specified in the generator deck (ngroup). In anticipation of being able to 
dump and use radhydro opacities in certain (or all) zones, I have included a flag (jgrpflg) 
to tell the code to use the ipcress group structure or not. Zero is the only currently 
allowed value. Llnintflg tells the opacity package to use linear (=0) or logarithmic 
interpolations (^0).

8) Detdat diam dis theta {phi} {trise} {tfall} (required)
This card is almost identical to the usual TDG command, except for the phi argument, 
and the locations of the optional trise and tfall arguments. Phi is generally needed for 
Cartesian geometry calculations, and is the angle of the detector with respect to the x- 
axis, measured clockwise when looking down the z-axis (towards negative z values).
Zero is the default.

III. Recent Commands Applicable to Both TDG and Plaspp.

9) Unitseng multiplier

This command allows the user to multiply energy units by the multiplier. Both post 
processor codes use jerks as default energy units. Multipliers of 1.e9 or 1.e16 give 
energies in units of joules or ergs, respectively. The latter is typically most appropriate 
for AGEX experiments. Note that generator input units (such as fds cards for 
backlighter) should still be in units of jerks. Only the output units are affected. Note that 
variables such as fluence are proportional to energy.
10) Unitstim multiplier

This command allows users to multiply internal units of time by the multiplier. The units 
of time used in TDG or Plaspp are partially set by the radhydro code (i.e., the dump times 
on the Ensight or Pop (or TDG) dumps), and partially by TDG/Plaspp (internal constants 
such as Boltzman’s constant or the speed of light). Internal constants use units of shakes, 
Shavano Project usually uses either microseconds or shakes and Crestone Project uses 
seconds. Fluxes (internal), power, and time-dependent spectra are, by default, per unit
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shake, but fluences are obtained by multiplying by a delta time that is obtained from the 
dumpfiles. Thus users interested in absolute values of fluence or time-integrated spectra 
will need to keep careful track of code units, and will probably want to use this command 
to provide easily understood output. Multipliers of 1.e1 or 1.e-8 correspond to internal 
units of nanoseconds or seconds, respectively. I have so far avoided putting an extra field 
in the indump command for time units, but this is a possibility for the future.

11) Dump type
Originally, TDG graphics output was restricted to PSCAN. When the code was ported to 
Unix workstations, this option disappeared (as well as an undocumented IDL binary 
dump). Two other dump types are now available, Pop and ascii. Pop is defaulted on in 
Plaspp, off in TDG, ascii off for both codes. To turn either on, use this command. Type 
is ‘pop’ or ‘ascii’. Some edits (such as the tau edit below) are only currently available 
with the ascii option. Ascii will generate many different files which are in ascii 
(readable with an editor) format. The file names are semi-self-explanatory. The ascii 
format is such that most files are directly readable by either gnuplot or IDL. This then 
provides a replacement for the old IDL binary format.

12) Filtrep
Because the default set of 28 detectors for which built-in detector response functions are 
available is basically out-of-date, most users input their detector response via detsen 
cards. Similarly, since the database that is accessed by the filtdat cards is poorly resolved 
and oftentimes incorrect, most users input their filtering via filtfun cards, where the data 
is modern, highly resolved cold opacity data (e.g., the LBL database). The philosophy of 
TDG/Plaspp is that the detsen cards are attached to the number that appears on the 
detector card, while the filtfun cards are attached to the position of the detector card in 
the generator. This distinction is both useful and important for users interested in 
dynamical x-ray output, such as gated or streaked images and spectrometers. In such 
cases, to obtain multiple images at different times, one inputs multiple detector cards with 
the same detector number, and fills in the detsen cards only for the first occurrence of the 
detector card. It would then usually be required that the filtfun cards be repeated for each 
detector card, a voluminous proposition. One could combine the filtfun cards into detsen 
cards, but this becomes time-consuming if the filtering changes from shot-to-shot (as 
often happens). A better way is to use the filtrep card after all occurrences of a detector 
card with the same number (except for the first occurrence). This tells the code to use the 
initial filtering. There are no arguments.

13) Tau num freq ix iy rmin

Other than images, this edit is the most useful edit in TDG/Plaspp. A key question that 
occurs in any simulation where both emission and absorption are important processes, is: 
where, along a given line-of-sight (LOS), do the photons that impinge on the detector 
originate? This edit answers that question, as well as providing other useful information. 
The critical arguments are num, ix, and iy. Num is just an integer indexing the Tau cards, 
so when looking at edit output, it is easy to correlate with the generator command. Ix and 
iy are integers which specify an LOS: if the grid specifies nx pts in the x direction of the 
image plane, and ny points in the y direction, then ix=1, iy=1 corresponds to the LOS in
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the lower left corner, ix=nx, iy=1 to the LOS in the lower right corner, etc. There are 2 
edits produced by this card. The first, called attsrc (attenuated source), is an x-y plot of 
the contribution (in absolute code units, not fractional) along the LOS from the far side to 
the detector, of the (emission) source (including backlighter), attenuated by absorption 
between the point in question (x axis) and the detector. If this curve is normalized by its 
area, then the height would be the fraction of detected photons coming from that point. 
This edit is currently integrated against the filter function (but not detector sensitivity) 
over all frequencies allowed by the ewindow card. The second edit, called atten, is the 
attenuation (exp(-t)) (t=optical depth) along the LOS, at frequency = freq, from rmin to 
the detector. Using an abundance of such cards, a user could fully understand (or design) 
an image.

14) Filmtype type
Detector type 1 used to be reserved for a film-based detector using Kodak 2490 x-ray 
film. This film type has long been extinct. I have now generalized detector 1 so that 
more modern films can be used, and future films easily incorporated. To do this, one 
now must place this card after the detector card. Allowable new values of type are ‘cx’ 
and ‘def. When running detector type 1, there are now 2 types of image output. Type 1 
(e.g., the 2nd argument in the pop zvlb command) is the filtered fluence; type 2 is the 
detected film optical density (OD). Since this can be a non-linear function of intensity, in 
general it is not possible to use detsen cards to generate this response.

15) Lineedit sym1 freq1l freq1u {sym2} {freq2l} {freq2u}

This edit will calculate both the space- and frequency-integrated line intensity and 
FWHM as a function of time for a spectral line (or collection of lines). Optionally, the 
ratio of the intensity of the line to the intensity of a second line may be calculated. Sym1 
(and sym2) are just identifiers to aid the user in recognition (e.g., HeAlpha), freq1l and 
freq1u are the lower and upper frequencies (keV) defining the endpoints of the frequency 
integration for line 1. Similarly, freq2l and freq2u are for line 2. A subtraction of a 
trapezoidally shaped ( in frequency space) continuum component is part of the line 
intensity calculation. This can be used with any opacity model, but its use with Average 
Atom models like XSN(Q) could lead to unusual results, since the lines move around in 
frequency space.

16) Dcatemin ireg1 temp1.....ireg5 temp5

This command pertains to runs using the DCA opacity package. The user can set a 
minimum electron temperature for a given (Lagrangian) region using this command. Up 
to five pairs of region-temperature values may be set with one card. This card is 
particularly useful for materials that simultaneously span a wide temperature range, such 
as a thin-wall hohlraum.

17) Nldnecal ival

Some codes (such as Crestone Project) do not produce (or edit) zbar. In running a DCA 
opacity calculation, the user must then set nldnecal to a non-zero value (see TDG 
manual).
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18) Fluxdata Edit
Users automatically get an edit block, called fluxdata for Pop, that contains three 
quantities associated with the running time integral of total energy: enouts, enoutf, 
enoutd. The suffix refers to straight, filtered, or detected energy. This edit can be very 
useful in comparing flat-fielded, relative, time-dependent (gated), spatially integrated 
energies against experiment. In addition, for 1D spherical problems, the edit also 
includes the half-width half-max image dimensions of the capsule. It assumes that only a 
quarter of the capsule is being viewed. Provided the peak intensity occurs at the center of 
a 2D calculation, this edit can be used to compare eccentricities against experiment.

IV. Executable Locations, Execution, and Example Generator Decks
The executable is nominally called plaspp.x, but a suffix to indicate machine architecture 
(e.g. plaspp.sgi.x or plaspp.com.x) may be appended in the near future. There currently 
exists an executable only for the SGI machines. However, I created and debugged an 
executable for TDG on the Alpha-based Compaq machines several years ago, and I 
anticipate that the extension to Plaspp should not be a major hurdle. I do not anticipate 
executables for Cray or Sun machines.

The location of the executables will be /usr/local/codes/plaspp on both the XCS open 
LAN and the secure Bluemountain and Q machines. It has not been decided whether the 
open Theta machine will have its own executable location (the SGI version on the open 
LAN will work there). It is highly preferable for X-Div. personnel to use abbott (SGI) or 
xcompute6 (Compaq) compute servers on the open LAN for open computing, as they 
have much less traffic, faster response, larger home directories, and no file flushing, 
compared to Theta.
The execute line is: plaspp.x generator infile, where generator is the name of the plaspp 
generator, and infile is either a case file (for Ensight), or a (numbered) pop dump (for 
Pop). For users not familiar with Ensight, the case file is an ascii file that contains a list 
of the dump times, variable names and associated variable dump file names that are 
available. For Shavano Project, a directory is generated immediately underneath the 
execution directory called 0000. This directory contains the .case, .geo, and .var files 
needed to run Plaspp. The generator and Plaspp executable, as well as auxiliary files 
(e.g., TOPS or DCA data files) need to be in the same directory as the various Ensight 
files.

For Crestone Project, the situation is slightly more complex. The case file is not 
automatically generated. One must first prepare a perl input file, and run a perl script 
(available from Bob Kares, X-8) to generate a case file. The perl input file contains the 
directory information for the location of the various Ensight files. The perl script will 
then create links to these directories. Because of this, only the case file executable and 
generator deck need to be in the same directory. For users interested in running on 
abbott, I have a modified perl script that deals with non-canonical locations for utilities.
In addition to the executable, /usr/local/codes/plaspp also contains 3 sample generators, 2 
for Crestone Project and 1 for Shavano Project, as well as sample output. The Crestone 
Project problem was run with Rage, and was an ICF cylindrical implosion modeled in 2D 
Cartesian geometry (end-on). The 2 sample generator decks (and results) correspond to
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viewing the cylinder either end-on (racylp1) or side-on (racylp2). The Plaspp opacities 
were Ipcress-format opacities. Note the effect of the zmin-zmax option on the image in 
the second case. The Shavano Project problem was run with Vulcan (the Shavano 
Project equivalent of Rage), and was a 1D ICF spherical implosion. The Plaspp 
generator (sph2dlpp) used DCA hydrogenic (in-line) opacities.
Sample Crestone Project and Shavano Project generator decks have been attached as 
appendices.
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1 c title tdgdca test
2 dump pop
3 dump nopscan
4 indump ensight part1 ev partialrho
5 tdmesh
6 geometry 2 cartesian 0. .05
7 symmetry x y
8 ensdump temp tev
9 ensdump rho Density
10 ensdump totmass mass
11 ensdump totion matrho*
12 c grpinfo card is needed when running with ipcress files
13 grpinfo 25 0 0
14 unitseng 1.e16
15 c unitstim 1.e1
16 grid 10 10
17 dtime 2.6e-10
18 c nsnray 8 3 2
19 c pbins 1 40 1.e-3 10.
20 c nldexmn 1
21 c the subcyling card is need for ipcress as well
22 c nldsbcyc 1
23 c deuterium background
24 c dca d 1. 1 hyd 2.000
25 c sym zn reg mat atwt frac
26 specie d 1 1 1 2.000 1.0 ipcress tpCHDOAL
27 c epoxy
28 c dca c 6. 2 hyd 12.011
29 c dca h 1. 2 hyd 1.008
30 c dca o 8. 2 hyd 15.999
31 specie c 6 2 5 12.011 .416 ipcress tpCHDOAL
32 specie h 1 2 5 1.008 .506 ipcress tpCHDOAL
33 specie o 8 2 5 15.999 .078 ipcress tpCHDOAL
34 c epoxy
35 c dca c 6. 3 hyd 12.011
36 c dca h 1. 3 hyd 1.008
37 c dca o 8. 3 hyd 15.999
38 specie c 6 3 2 12.011 .416 ipcress tpCHDOAL
39 specie h 1 3 2 1.008 .506 ipcress tpCHDOAL
40 specie o 8 3 2 15.999 .078 ipcress tpCHDOAL
41 c al marker layer

Appendix A: Sample Generator Deck for Crestone Project Dumpfile
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42 c dca al 13. 4 hyd 26.982
43 specie al 13 4 3 26.982 1.0 ipcress tpCHDOAL
44 c polystyrene foam
45 c dca c 6. 5 hyd 12.011
46 c dca h 1. 5 hyd 1.008
47 specie c 6 5 4 12.011 .50 ipcress tpCHDOAL
48 specie h 1 5 4 1.008 .50 ipcress tpCHDOAL
49 c backlighter specifications
50 src fddef 1. 1. 1. -1
51 fdsn 6.68 6.72
52 fdst 9.e-10
53 fds 0.
54 fdst 4.0e-9
55 fds 1.e-4
56 fdst 4.2e-9
57 fds 1.e-4
58 fdst 4.3e-9
59 fds 0.
60 c
61 detector 29
62 detsen .01 1.
63 detsen 100 1.
64 detdat 1. 100. 90.
65 map 0. .060 0. .060 4.0e-9 4.2e-9
66 res .0020
67 filtfun 6.0 0.
68 filtfun 6.1 1.
69 filtfun 6.9 1.
70 filtfun 7.0 0.
71 ewindow 6.10 6.90

Appendix A: Sample Generator Deck for Crestone Project Dumpfile (Continued)
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1 title plasspp dcatest
2 dump pop
3 dump nopscan
4 indump ensight
5 geometry 1 spherical
6 symmetry z
7 ensdump temp temp
8 unitseng 1.e16
9 unitstim 1.e1
10 grid 50 50
11 dtime .0051
12 c dca stuff
13 nsnray 8 3 2
14 pbins 1 40 1.e-3 10.
15 nldexmn 1
16 nldsbcyc 1
17 dca c 6. 1 hyd 12.011
18 dca h 1. 1 hyd 1.008
19 dca c 6. 2 hyd 12.011
20 dca h 1. 2 hyd 1.008
21 dca d 1. 3 hyd 2.000
22 c
23 c backlighting specifications
24 src fddef 1. 1. 1. -1
25 fdsn 6.68 6.72
26 fdst 9.e-4
27 fds 0.
28 fdst 1.0e-3
29 fds 1.e-4
30 fdst 1.2e-3
31 fds 1.e-4
32 fdst 1.3e-3
33 fds 0.
35 detector 29
36 detsen .01 1.
37 detsen 100 1.
38 detdat 1. 100. 0.
39 map 0. .050 0. .050 2.0e-3 2.2e-3
40 res .0020
41 filtfun 2.0 0.
42 filtfun 2.1 1.

Appendix B: Sample Generator Deck for Shavano Project Dumpfile
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43 filtfun 6.9 1.
44 filtfun 7.0 0.
45 ewindow 1.48 7.00

Appendix B: Sample Generator Deck for Shavano Project Dumpfile (Continued)
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